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Background
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 Merger to near monopoly in milk cooperatives
 70%-80% of raw milk procurement [pa82]

 Merger to high concentration downstream
 E.g. 60%-70% in fresh milk retail [pa239]
 Problems in “... fresh basic dairy products, value added yoghurt and 

quark, fresh flavoured dairy drinks, fresh custard and porridge and 
cheese as well as in the market for long-life dairy drinks in The 
Netherlands, Belgium and Germany.” [press IP/08/1994]

 Merger passed with 2 main remedies:
 Divestment of a number of brands and Friesland’s fresh dairy 

business.
 Behavioural remedy: indefinite access to a milk fund and 

encouragement for farmers to leave CF.
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Observations On The Theories Of 
Harm
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 Foreclosure Problem
 Are supermarkets really so weak?

 Raw Milk Monopoly
 Is the DMF regulation enough?

http://www.ox.ac.uk/�


The Theory Of Foreclosure
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 Downstream CF brands are substitutes [pa108]. 
 So parties would raise their retail prices as a unilateral effect

 Increased profits moved to farmers
 Reduces number of farmer willing to supply new entrants or 

downstream rivals to CF
 And consumers want to buy Dutch [pa120] so supply from 

abroad declared not credible.

 Rivals cannot expand as no more Dutch milk capacity
 So increased retail prices remain.

http://www.ox.ac.uk/�


This is Subtly Different To The 
Normal Foreclosure Argument
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 A typical foreclosure story would follow Ordover, Saloner
and Salop [AER 1990]
 Upstream monopolist withdraws supply to downstream rivals 

– or raises their input price directly
 This pushes downstream business to the downstream affiliate.

 In CF the argument is that the merged entity raise their 
downstream retail prices first through unilateral affects. 
And rivals do not expand.

http://www.ox.ac.uk/�


And Where Is The Supermarket?
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 A merged CF becomes a close to monopolist on 
products supermarket wants to sell.

 And DG Comp conclude [pa291] that retailers would not 
have countervailing power
 This is because hard to substitute away from CF input [pa 278]
 And costs of failure to agree are larger for the supermarket 

[pa280]

 But this foreclosure argument is contentious because ...

http://www.ox.ac.uk/�


First Would Unilateral Effects Be 
Expected?
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Consider the following illustrative model.

Pre merger
 Suppose two upstream suppliers C and F
 Suppose one downstream firm D
 Only seller to a final consumer.

 Suppose D has all the bargaining power:
 Then D demands inputs at marginal cost
 AND D sets prices of goods to maximise her profits.

http://www.ox.ac.uk/�


First Would Unilateral Effects Be 
Expected? (2)
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Post merger
 Now suppose C and F merge.
 AND suppose CF have all the bargaining power
 How do CF maximise their profits?
 Answer CF demand a two part tariff:
 Products sold at marginal cost per unit
 With a fixed fee to extract all the retail profit

 RESULT: final retail prices unchanged

 INSIGHT: the vertical chain all wish to maximise the 
rents to the chain. They only disagree as to how to split it.

http://www.ox.ac.uk/�


First Would Unilateral Effects Be 
Expected? (3)
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 So when would retail prices rise with the upstream 
merger in this toy model?

 Only when there is inefficient contracting (double 
marginalization)

 Is such inefficient contracting present in this 
merger?

http://www.ox.ac.uk/�


Second Are Supermarkets Really So 
Weak? 
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 CF can substitute milk to other uses. Hard for a 
supermarket to substitute an alternative supplier.[pa280]
 So we conclude supermarket comes off second best 

 But this is a statement about outside not inside options

http://www.ox.ac.uk/�


Second Are Supermarkets Really So 
Weak? (2)
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 Suppose there is one supplier called CF and one retailer, 
D.
 They bargain over the coming month’s production to agree 

how to split the rents.

 If they agree then €1m of value is created
 But if they fail to agree:
 That month CF can transfer the product elsewhere and secure 

€0.45m
 The retailer has a much worse option – supply from a distant 

place. She secures only €0.05m

http://www.ox.ac.uk/�


Second Are Supermarkets Really So 
Weak? (3)
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 Economic Theory labels these as outside options
 They are only relevant if binding

 So parties split the rents 50-50 regardless
 Supported by experiments
 Binmore, Shaked and Sutton (QJE 1989)

 That €1m of value is only created if the parties combine
 Imagine that agreed the deal and then CF discovered they 

could swap the product to a higher value use
 Then would say to D “We would have agreed €.5m each. But I 

have found out I can now get €.45m elsewhere. I want more...”

http://www.ox.ac.uk/�


Binmore, Shaked And Sutton
(QJE 1989)
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Some Bargaining FSOs
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 “no retail chain has a “gatekeeper” status to any segment of the 
retail fresh milk market where it would enjoy a monopoly or near 
monopoly.”[pa282].
 But what is required is that an individual consumer would likely remain 

at the retailer and buy a substitute rather than changing the whole 
basket.  
 Monopoly over a clear segment not required

 “Even if a large retailer were to derive some degree of bargaining 
power … there is no generally convincing reason why other 
retailers should be also be positively affected.”[pa276]
 But smaller retailers may be retail price takers (competitive fringe) 

anyway. 
 So prices low (and maybe profits too)

 And across the EU greater concentration of supermarkets presumably 
limits the problem.

http://www.ox.ac.uk/�


Upstream Monopoly Not A Problem 
per se
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 So commentators report: 

 “The Commission stressed that it was not principally 
concerned that the strong market position of the merged 
entity in the market for the procurement of raw milk 
would in itself result in a significant impediment of 
effective competition. Rather its concerns flowed from 
the increased market power of the Parties on a number 
of downstream markets.”[original emphasis]

 Slaughter and May EU Competition News Letter, p2

http://www.ox.ac.uk/�
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Why Worry About Upstream 
Monopoly?
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 Double Marginalization
 Upstream CF supplying competitive downstream firms 

D1 to Dn would:
 Raise input price to monopoly level
 So extract all the rents.

 Doesn’t Dutch Milk Fund remedy?

http://www.ox.ac.uk/�


The Dutch Milk Fund
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 Key behavioural remedy – to apply until a new upstream 
competitor to CF is viable.

 DMF guarantees substantial volumes to downstream 
rivals
 Price is equal to price paid to CFs farmers, less 1% initially 

[pa1854]
 Thus preventing margin squeeze [pa1863]

http://www.ox.ac.uk/�


Why Worry About Upstream 
Monopoly? (2)
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 But upstream CF can still extract monopoly profits:
 Suppose CF guarantee their farmers the monopoly price
 Downstream CF and rivals and divested businesses all buy 

input at the monopoly price
 They compete fiercely – and therefore sell at their input cost.

 But retail prices have risen to monopoly levels
 Though downstream rivals have not lost share.

http://www.ox.ac.uk/�


Why Worry About Upstream 
Monopoly? (3)
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 Once competitor to upstream CF available then 
argument overturned.

 But the DMF appears to be regulation without price 
regulation.
 Does it protect rivals but not consumers?

http://www.ox.ac.uk/�


Why Did CF Agree To This?
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 The Remedy seeks to construct an upstream rival to CF
 If remedy succeeds CF have given away downstream brands 

and will lose share upstream.
 Seems value reducing.

 Perhaps there are benefits abroad?
 But then why not merge foreign assets and divest a 

cooperative?
 Perhaps CF knows remedy won’t work
 But it does seem compelling
 But will it only work in the long term and extra profits in the 

short term?
 Will retail competition with the divested brands be as cut-

throat as might be hoped?

http://www.ox.ac.uk/�


In Conclusion
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 New Foreclosure Argument
 Are supermarkets really so weak?
 Supported by economics of bargaining?

 Raw Milk Monopoly
 Is the DMF regulation for rivals but not consumers?

 john.thanassoulis@economics.ox.ac.uk
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